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Brief Literature Review

• Hourly pricing generates substantial efficiency 
gains
– California study showed that with small demand 

elasticity of -0.025, putting one third of customers 
on hourly pricing would create an efficiency gain 
of $100 million per year (Holland and Borenstein , 
2003)

– Holland and Mansur(2005) conducted similar 
analysis on PJM market. They found RTP adoption 
increases efficiency gains.
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Brief Literature Review

• Faruqui and Sergici(2008) reviewed 17 
dynamic pricing experiments in the US, 
Canada, France and Australia. They found:
– Time-of-use rates are likely to induce 3 to 6 per 

cent reduction in peak demand

– Critical Peak Pricing(CPP) tariffs are likely to induce 
a 13 to 20 per cent reduction in peak demand 

– Customers on CPP tariffs with enabling 
technologies are likely to reduce peak demand in 
the 27 to 44 per cent range.
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Other Hourly Pricing Programs

• Illinois Energy Smart Pricing Plan (2003-06):
– For customers with A/C cycling, pricing elasticity 

during high price hours estimated at -0.98

– Low-income households most responsive

• Illinois ComEd Residential Real-Time Pricing 
Program (2007)
– Bill savings ranged from 7 to 12 per cent for 95 per 

cent of participants

• CNT Power Smart Pricing Program
– Bill savings of 16 per cent
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Initial Observations

• Market prices are critical in incenting significant load-shifting 
behaviour

• Technologies and customer education are important enablers 
for load-shifting and conservation

• Having a segment of customers with modest elasticities on 
hourly pricing can generate efficiency gains

• Real-time pricing program generate bill savings and 
demonstrate that consumers do respond to price signals
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Estimated Economic 
Benefits for Ontario

• Question: what is the potential economic 
benefit of having a proportion of residential 
customers on hourly pricing in Ontario?

• To answer this question we did some scenario 
analyses.
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Scenario I

• Assume 10% of residential customers currently 
paying fixed rates is price responsive

• Assume price elasticities of 5% and 8% ( elasticity 
indicates the percentage reduction in quantity 
consumed when electricity prices increase by 1%)

• Consider two cases:

– Case I: Ontario price less than half the fixed rate

– Case II: Ontario price more than twice the fixed 
rate.
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Scenario I cases

• In Case 1, customers increase their quantity 
demanded.

• In Case 2, customers decrease their quantity 
demanded.

• In both cases we compute the economic 
benefit of this change in behaviour. 

• We also compute the avoided fixed cost of 
new peaking supply when electricity prices are 
above $200/MWh.
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Scenario II

• Assume 33% of residential customers 
currently paying fixed rates is price responsive

• Assume price elasticities of 5% and 8%

• Consider two cases:

– Case I: Ontario price less than half the fixed rate

– Case II: Ontario price more than twice the fixed 
rate.
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Scenario II cases

• In Case 1, customers increase their quantity 
demanded.

• In Case 2, customers decrease their quantity 
demanded.

• In both cases we compute the efficiency gains 
of this change in behaviour. 

• We also compute the avoided fixed cost of 
new peaking supply when electricity prices are 
above $200/MWh.
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Summary of Scenarios

Scenario I Scenario II

Price Responsive
Customer share

10% 33%

Price elasticity of demand 5% , 8% 5%,8%

Case 1 Ontario price less than half
fixed rate

Ontario price less than half 
fixed rate

Case 2: Ontario price  more than 
twice fixed rate

Ontario price  more than 
twice fixed rate
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Summary of Economic Benefits
Cumulative, 2004 to 2008

  [A]    [B]   [C]    [D]  [E] [F]=[D]+[E]    [G] 

Scenario      
Elasticity 

 Share 
of 

Load 
on 

RPP* 

   Avoided 
Average 

Hourly Peak 
Capacity 

(MW) 

  Avoided 
Cost($M) 

Efficiency 
Benefit($M) 

 Economic 
Benefit($M) 

  
Economic 

Benefit 
per RPP 

customer 

1 5% 10% 248 $266 $16 $282 $78 

2 5% 33% 397 $425 $23 $448 $125 

1 8% 10% 828 $887 $45 $932 $353 

2 8% 33% 1,325 $1,419 $69 $1,488 $564 
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*RPP refers to Regulated Price Plan. Residential customers on this plan pay fixed rates set by 

the Ontario Energy Board. 



What we still need to know

• Assess to what extent hourly pricing incents load-
responsiveness in the Ontario context

• Identify which customer segments will respond to price 
signals

• Understand the most effective ways to incent load 
responsiveness

– Understand the value of education/knowledge

– Understand the value of knowledge and technological 
enablers
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Appendix-Methodology

Figure 1: Demand Curve 
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In any given hour, the price of electricity for the RPP 
customers is set at the RPP rate which we call Pfixed.  
At that price RPP customers demand a certain 
quantity of electricity which we call Qfixed.  For a 
given demand curve we can illustrate this price-
quantity pair on a two-dimensional graph with price 
on the vertical axis and quantity on the horizontal 
axis. This is illustrated in Figure 1. We are interested 
in determining the new quantity demanded Qnew

when RPP customers face a new hourly price (HOEP).   
Given information on the shape and slope of the 
demand curve, we can calculate the new quantity 
demanded. We will consider two cases.
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Case I: Hourly Price (HOEP) is less than Fixed 
(RPP) Price 

• In Fig 2 we consider the case when the hourly 
price (PHOEP) is lower than the fixed price. 

• At PHOEP, the quantity demanded will increase 
from Qfixed to QHOEP. The increase in 
consumption value( gross surplus) is given by 
the area under the blue demand curve from 
Pfixed to PHOEP between Qfixed and QHOEP. The cost 
to satisfy this incremental demand is given by 
the area under the red supply curve between 
Qfixed and QHOEP. 

• There is a net economic benefit to society when 
the increase in consumption value exceeds the 
cost of the incremental supply. 

Figure 2
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Case II: Hourly Price (HOEP) is greater than 
Fixed (RPP) Price

• In Fig 3 when the hourly price (PHOEP) is higher 
than the fixed price the customer consumes a 
lower quantity of electricity indicated by QHOEP. 
The lost consumption value is represented by 
the area under the blue demand curve from 
PHOEP and Pfixed between Qnew and Qfixed. The 
variable production cost that is avoided with 
the new decreased consumption level is given 
by the area under the red supply curve 
between QHOEP and Qfixed. As long as the avoided 
production cost exceeds the lost consumption 
value, there is a net economic benefit to 
society.

Figure 3
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